BESPOKE GARDEN PARTY HYPAR

S T Y L I S H S H E LT E R A N D S H A D E O U T D O O R S
WITH OUR MADE-TO-ORDER HYPAR SAILS
Our bespoke Garden Party sails have all the qualities of our standard
range but are made to suit your requirements.
Suitable for year-round use, they can be attached to fixtures or stand
independently, with our rustic poles, spliced guys and anchors or with
pergolas, bent or laminated timber arches and other bespoke solutions.
Our sails are carefully designed and do not fret or flap about. They are 100%
natural cotton canvas, proofed for fire, wet and rot to BS7837 and suitable
for use in public spaces. The fabric is available in a range of colours, is easily
cleaned and can be re-treated for many years of use. Branding is available.
We can also provide sails in other fabrics such as acrylics and PVCs right
through to highly sophisticated silicone fabrics that guarantee optimum
performance for years to come.
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1: Common Farm Flowers; beautifully dressed teaching tent
2: The Kitchen at Kimbers’; alfresco dining terrace
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Optional extras include skylights, sidewalls, with or without clear acrylic
windows and doors, and we can safely dress around chimney or fire flues to
offer safe fire or cooking options beneath.
There are options for screw-eye and continuous luff wall fixings, timber,
stainless or painted steel poles and masts, traditional spliced ropes, webbing
ratchet straps or stainless rigging guys, timber or hardened steel marquee
pegs, and stone or water ballast anchor systems.
Your whole rig can be designed to suit your specific requirements for cover,
appearance, location, operating circumstances and flexibility for relocating
or touring.
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Prices depend on size, complexity and component parts. A specific operations
and maintenance manual is always included.
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3: The Royal Standard; simple ‘hypar’ with royal blue edge webbing and timber mast
4: Poco Pizza; waveform canopy with leading scallop edges and roll-down sidewalls
5: School; barrel-vaulted storytelling space
6: Respite centre garden; oak pergola
7: Private garden, note the ‘continuous ‘luff’ on the wall
8: Chedington Court wedding and events venue; twin overlapping sails over the
cocktail terrace
9: Pylewell Park wedding venue
10: The Boathouse, Boulters Lock; alfresco dining, granite boulder ballast
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